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THE NEW PACKARD TWELVE
A Portfolio of Twelve Luxurious Body Styles
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acl{ard has built and sold nearly three times as many i^cylinder motor cars as all other American ma\ers combined
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I /I /hen the gates of the Packard Proving Grounds close 

V \y on each Packard Twelve, a step is taken whose benefits 

no other car owner in the world can enjoy save the man who 

owns a Packard Twelve. For after every car passes its hundreds 

of factory tests, after it is released complete from the factory 

halls with the approval of hundreds of inspectors, it goes to the 

Packard Proving Grounds. There, on the world's fastest oval 

track, skilled mechanics tune and adjust it during 250 miles of grad

uated driving that ends with a final test of straight-away speed.

Is this extra care necessary? No, not to catch any chance 

flaw of design or manufacture, for factory inspections are too 

rigid to let any escape. Then why take this extra step? Solely 

because the buyer of so fine a car as the Packard Twelve is 

entitled to no delays when he takes delivery of his automobile 

—no babying of his car in its early operation, no time-taking 

process of breaking it in.

For him, the Century waits. His place is there at the 

Captain’s table. The fleet air liner always holds his chair. His 

tastes in transportation deserve to be matched by the perfec

tion of his personal transportation. This, Packard provides in 

the majestic Packard Twelve.
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And who better than Packard to know and appreciate 

these discriminating tastes? For Packard is the oldest fine car 

maker in the industry. The Packard clientele is the largest 

fine car clientele of any motor car manufacturer. But more 

than that, for its clientele Packard has built more ia-cylinder 

motor cars than all other American makers combined—nearly 

three times as many, to be exact.

Out of this rich background of fine car experience comes 

the New Packard Twelve. Its title of the “yardstick” by 

which to measure all fine car values is no empty slogan. For 

Proving Grounds tests and comparisons, on any score with 

any car, confirm its right to the claim.

On the pages that follow are shown the handsome 

models that make up this beautiful line, together with camera 

studies of some of the precision processes that build this 

great car. But pictures and words can only hint at all the 

motoring attributes it holds. To learn the true story of lux

urious transportation you must let the Packard Twelve speak 

for itself on city street or country road, and this we cordially 

invite you to do, without the slightest obligation on your 

part, of course!
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/ROM a crude base of cold clay, deft hands shape a living design of 

d-/ rare charm. Grace of line in a Packard Twelve is no mere accident, 

for the engineering draft is developed dimensionally by artisans whose 

creative talent matches that of many a well known sculptor. Thus does 

Packard mold and fashion its artistic lines into a design of lasting beauty.
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for Five Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Star Thistle
Blue Light and Star Thistle Blue Dark, with a Bali Blue stripe.



ONG before steels and their heat treating were the common thing they 

are today, Packard had pioneered processes of making the molecules 

behave. So widely known are these advances that a famous visitor doffed 

his hat before a battery of electrical heat treat recorders in mute tribute 

to Packard progress in toughening metals for greater safety and longer life.
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for Seven Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Ascot
Maroon Light and Ascot Maroon Dark, with a Copper stripe.



/ INLY one other motor car in the world, Rolls'Roy ce, can show such 

a picture that portrays the ground internal splines of a transmis

sion gear. Because harder, finer steel is used for trouble-free gears, grinding 

is necessary. Whereas the famed English car does this work by hand, an 

exclusive machine performs the Packard operation with unerring accuracy.



c^elan

for Seven Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Morgan 
Blue, Badminton Green and Ivory Black, with a White stripe.
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'T takes fine stones to make a fine car and the wealth of diamonds 

displayed above are but a few of the priceless tools that fashion the 

luxurious Packard Twelve. When these precious gems are set into drills, 

their tough cutting edges give a satin finish to bearing surfaces. The 

result is an accurate fit to vital motor parts for quiet, long-lived service.
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for Seven Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations:
Sable Black and Flame Cardinal, with a Gold stripe.



'F fine motor cars were bought solely on the beauty of unseen 

parts, then none would have anything but the Packard Twelve. 

Its hidden surfaces are honed by special machines to a polish that could 

grace some jeweler's display. Here beauty is linked with practicality, 

for this rich sheen means but one thing and that is: precisely fitted parts.
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for Five Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Alhambra
Tan, Pottery Brown and Rose Marie, with a Calgary Tan stripe.



a
CCURATE as may be the ball bearings that go into the 

Packard Twelve, their reputation for accuracy is not enough 

for Packard. In a special sound-proof room, only one of its kind in the 

industry, a radio amplifier that could make a pin drop sound like a pistol 

shot, tests every ball bearing for the silence that must be Packard.



for Five Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: an all-over 
treatment of Arcady Green, finished with a Silver stripe.



OHANSSON blocks, those widely advertised bits of steel so 

finely made that they adhere by preciseness alone, play an important 

part in building the Packard Twelve. But more than that, their famed 

accuracy is kept ultra accurate in the Packard plant by the light ray 

machine, a checking device that can measure the millionth of an inch.
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Croupe

for Two or Four Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations:
Ohio Blue and Peacock Blue, with a Silver stripe.
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I /I JOOD where it is best suited and steel where its necessity 

v W is felt, are the materials which make Packard Twelve bodies 

in Packard’s own body shops. So that tight joints and squeakproof 

coachwork will result, each incoming load of lumber is tested for 

the proper moisture content by a sensitive electrical determinator.
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dau^c- f^aal^ter

for Two or Four Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Khartoum
Brown and Rust Gold, with a Chrome Yellow stripe.



JNY fine car purchaser deserves to have his sizeable invest- 

-—y i ment protected over the years of long Hfe he is entitled to 

expect. Packard owners have no worry here, for like the big car of 

five years ago the ageless beauty of well loved Packard lines proclaim 

the old car as much a Packard as the modem grace of today’s model.
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for Five Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Dusk Rose
Light, Flama Brown and Philippine Brown, with an Ivory stripe.



OLOR in abundance and at the will of the purchaser is his 

who buys the Packard Twelve. If he wishes, he may select his 

own paint combination and have it applied on the car especially for 

him. Or he may choose from a variety of lustrous harmonies that 

factory color experts have developed for their lasting artistic effects.
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for Five Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Steel 
Dust, Steel Dust Dark and Tampico Red, with a Silver stripe.
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ICH broadcloths from the finest looms of the land are those 

that cover Packard Twelve cushions which have been scien

tifically contoured by an orthopedic surgeon to avoid any possible 

fatigue. The buyer may choose from a wide range of carefully suggested 

fabrics or, if he prefers, have his own selection cut from the bolt.

t
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/plaeton

for Four Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Pastel
Cream, Seashore Tan and Consular Blue, with a White stripe.
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/ INLY car in the world to get this diploma of mechanical excellence 

is the Packard Twelve. Sealed to each key, it certifies that after 

hundreds of routine factory tests, the car has been checked during 250 

miles of careful driving at the Packard Proving Grounds. Tommy Milton, 

Development Engineer, and C. H. Vincent, Grounds Manager, attest this.
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(phaeton

for Four Passengers

Shown in one of the unlimited color combinations: Poulet Beige,
Liqueur Yellow and Fullamore Gray, with a Liqueur Yellow stripe.
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‘This Severi'Passenger Sedan interior is characteristic of the massive luxury and richness expressed in every body design
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Cushions are orthopedically contoured

Seat bac\s are higher and more restful

The rear quarter invites riding repose

Grouping accessories aids streamlining

Ventilating windows and sun visors help

The driver's seat is quickly adjusted

y

I /&

Some of the many conveniences that insure comfort, safety, health and ease for Pac\ard Twelve driver and passengers
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't takes no mechanically minded man to thrill at the 
invitation of the controls in the New Packard Twelve 

to put it through its paces. Whatever his mechanical bent, 
whether owner or chauffeur, each will find the finely wrought 
engineering of this great car fairly urging him to know it for 
the full worth of its performance. Beautiful to look at, lux- 
urious to sit in, convenient to handle, it is on the road that 
the mighty Packard Twelve shows qualities which no verbal 
or printed description can ever do justice to. Smooth, silent 
power . . . flashing acceleration . . . soaring top speed . . . safe

and certain stops . . . riding and driving comfort over mile 
after mile ... all this and much more result from mechan' 
ical systems deftly engineered into motor, chassis and body. 
Their skillful blend combines to match the mental sense of welV 
being that artistic exterior and interior provide, with the 
physical attributes of motoring luxury that so fine a mecha' 
nism supplies. Only a ride in the New Packard Twelve can 

truly reveal these physical features, and only a ride can give 
you the real gauge by which to measure the mechanical 

offerings of others. When shall that ride be, if you please?
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The Packard Twelve induction 
system uses cold carburetion for 

high power, brilliant performance and 
smooth operation. It includes a device for rapid warm-up with' 
out excessive heating of the intake charge, and economy is 
furthered by a hot cover for vaporizing any heavy loads of fuel.
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When natural wear is prevented 
by ample, constant lubrication, 

longer life is the result. Through the
automatic chassis lubrication system the dash tank pump, 
actuated by the operation of the motor, supplies clean oil 
in predetermined quantities to all vital chassis points.

d onijott

Pioneered by Packard and quickly 
adopted by the industry, Ride Control 

adjusts shock absorbers from the dash 
for road, load or temperature conditions. No other system can 
yet offer the same combination of comfort or degree of safety 
incorporated in the improved rides of the New Packard Twelve.

atet,i f m
Even as big and swift a car as the 
New Packard Twelve can be speedily 
stopped by its power brakes. A turn of 
the hand on the Brake Selector and brake pedal pressure may be 
had to suit the light touch of milady's toe or the heavy tread of 
her 200-pound husband. Each has the foot resistance he desires.

sJ-fealtL
■

Ventilating windows divided by 
a permanent water-tight frame, with 
the rear section designed to roll down
ward and the forward section pivoted to swing outward, control 
air currents as desired. Together with three screened cowl 
ventilators they give almost any degree of healthful ventilation.
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The first car to be completely en
gineered for radio as an integral 
part of its design, the New Packard 
Twelve enclosed models have not only built-in antenna and 
fully shielded wiring but also a handsome panel in the instrument 
board for a radio dial, should this extra equipment be specified.



The right is reserved to change 
specifications or prices without 
incurring any responsibility with 
regard to cars previously sold.

'acidtel JwdU <~>ycci^ications
'Purchasers of the Packard Twelve 
may express their own preferences in 
choosing color combinations and in 
selecting from a wide fabric range.

POWER PLANT
Motor—Twelve cylinders cast integral with crankcase. 
Four-point suspension mounted in rubber. Bore 3^ 
inches, stroke 4 inches, horsepower N. A. C. C. rating 
56.7—motor actually develops more than 160horsepower. 
Cylinders—Modified L-head made from special iron and 
steel alloy.
Pistons Special aluminum alloy fitted with four special 
compression and oil control rings.
Connecting Rods—I-beam type drop-forged from special 
steel, rifle-bored to provide oil passage from crankshaft 
to piston pin bearing.
Valves—Intake, chrome nickel steel; exhaust, silicon 
chrome steel. Valve rocker arms are mounted on roller 
bearings, and are provided with an automatic adjustment 
which maintains the proper valve clearance at all times 
and insures quiet operation.
Crankcase—Cast integral with cylinders, four main 
bearings, oil reservoir in lower half, ventilated and 
equipped with auxiliary bayonet-type oil gauge. 
Crankshaft—Drop-forged, heat-treated, machined all 
over and balanced both statically and dynamically. 
Drilled passages provide for oil distribution under pressure 
to connecting rods.
Clutch—12-inch heavy duty single cushion plate design. 
Spring cushion drive, special long life facings, and operat
ing levers mounted on anti-friction bearings. 
Transmission—Packard silent synchro-mesh with three 
quiet speeds forward. Nickel-steel hardened gears insuring 
long life and quiet operation. Shafts are mounted in 
highest grade anti-friction bearings, eight ball and two 
roller bearing assemblies being required in this unit.

FUEL SYSTEM
Supply—Thirty-two gallon tank mounted at rear; fuel is 
drawn from tank to carburetor by mechanical pump 
located on front of motor. A vacuum pump is also 
incorporated with fuel pump to provide necessary vacuum 
for constant operation of windshield wipers (on hills or 
acceleration).
Carburetor—Dual down-draft type equipped with an 
automatic high idle adjustment for cold starting, thus 
making full power immediately available. Triple 
resonator silencer combined with air cleaner standard 
equipment. Intake manifold equipped with ejector vapo
rizers which prevent liquid fuel from finding its way into 
the cylinders.

COOLING SYSTEM
Radiator—Vce-type shell with thermostatically con
trolled shutters, chromium-plated if desired. Tubular 
high efficiency type all copper radiator core. Capacity 
10 gallons, circulation by centrifugal pump. Expansion 
tank to prevent loss of coolant.
Fan—Aluminum with four blades—21 inches in diam

eter, mounted on ball bearings which are lubricated by 
an oil reservoir of ample capacity.

LUBRICATING SYSTEM
Motor Lubrication—Full pressure feed to all crank
shaft, camshaft, piston pin bearings, valve rocker lever 
rollers and pins by gear type oil pump submerged in oil 
supply in lower half of crankcase. Packard flood tvpc 
cylinder lubrication from oil bleed hole in lower end of 
connecting rod. Large capacity oil pumps with an ex
ternal pressure regulating valve.
Chassis Lubrication—Spring shackles and other points 
on the chassis requiring oil regularly are lubricated by an 
automatic vacuum operated pressure pump with integral 
tank. The oil supply is proportioned to the mileage.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Ignition—Packard Auto-Lite distributor with high 
capacity dual coils mounted on front of motor. Ignition 
system designed to accommodate radio installation. 
Generator—Packard-Dvneto mounted left front of 
motor and driven by dual fan belts easily accessible. The 
generator is air-cooled and equipped with cut-out relay 
and voltage regulator entirely automatic in operation 
and protects battery against overcharge.
Starting Motor—Packard-Dvneto mounted at left rear 
of motor and automatically engaged with hardened steel 
flywheel gear. Starter switch located directly on top of 
motor, controlled by button on instrument panel. 
Battery—19-plate, 6-volt—144-ampere-hour with rub
ber ribbed plates and reinforced case.
Warning Signal—Two dual matched tone horns located 
underneath headlamps with relay control by depressing 
cap at top of steering column.
Lighting Equipment- Single wire type protected by 
two 20-ampere fuses. Includes two non-glare main head
lamps of 32 candlepower each, which provide city and 
country driving with passing positions, two combination 
tail, stop and backing lights. The two stop lights are con
trolled by the brake pedal and are also illuminated by the 
gearshift while backing. Instrument board lights directly 
or indirectly with an optional switch. Running board 
and body lights operated by door switches. Spotlight 
and tonneau light are standard equipment in open bodies.

OPERATING CONTROLS
Gear Shift Lever—At right of driver, housing forward 
for ample foot room.
Hand Brake Lever—At left of driver, well forward 
permitting free use of left front door.
Brakes—15 x 2)4 inch duo servo mechanical type. 
Power operation. Internal expanding on all four wheels. 
This design has a large reserve capacity and a very light 
pedal action. All brakes have centrifusc drums. Brake 
selector on instrument board provides brake pedal 
pressure to suit driver.

Steering Gear—Worm and roller tooth type fully ad
justable, provides easy steering and parking. Worm 
mounted on anti-friction roller bearings. Steering wheel 
18Yi inches in diameter, walnut finished hard rubber, 
with a reinforced safety steel core.
Motor Accelerator with Rubber Rest—At right of 
brake pedal. Lighting switch and throttle control 
levers built into central portion of steering wheel. 
Instrument Bo ard—Oil pressure gauge, motor thermom
eter, fuel and oil supply gauge, ammeter, speedometer, 
clock, starter button and cigar lighter are grouped in a 
panel in the center of instrument board and indirectly 
lighted. The instrument panel is designed to provide the 
mounting of radio controls in the center of the panel if de
sired. Key lock ignition switch is mounted at the right of 
instrument panel and the brake selector at the left. Rcad- 

g light ana ash receiver are mounted a t center of cowl rail.in

BODY
Body—Highest quality safety glass in windshield and all 
windows. Body ventilation controlled by special venti
lating window design and three cowl ventilators. Fold
ing center arm rests in the rear seats of all five-passenger 
and seven-passenger sedans.
All bodies thermally and noise insulated. Two smoking 
sets in rear compartment of all five- and seven-passenger 
cars except Coupe. Two package compartments on all 
instrument boards.

MISCELLANEOUS
Frame—Exclusive Packard reinforced type, very rigid in 
construction due to the X-type center cross member and 
cross channels. The side rails have a depth of 8 inches and 
are tapered towards the front.
Springs—Semi-elliptical. Front 42 inches by 1% inches; 
rear 60)4 inches by 2)4 inches. Front springs underslung 
and shackled at front end. Metal spring covers.
Wheels—Drop center reinforced rims. Wire, standard 
equipment, demountable at hub and interchangeable, 
front and rear. Wood wheels optional at no extra cost. 
Wheel Carrier—One extra wheel and carrier. Self- 
contained flush-type lock.
Shock Absorbers—Hydraulic. Double-acting. Adjust
able by Ride Control from front seat.
Tires—Low-pressure non-skid cord tires, front and rear; 
size 17 x 7.50, six-ply.
Speedometer—Pointer type. Driven through a flexible 
shaft connected with spiral driving gears in the trans
mission assembly. Mounted at left in instrument panel. 
Fenders—Deep crown, of extra heavy gauge steel. 
Anti-splash design.
Wheelbase—142 and 147 inches.
Turning Radius—23 feet, 6 inches. Long wheelbase, 
24 feet, 6 inches.
Tools—Tool roll, one-ton jack, wheel-changing equip
ment.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY • DETROIT
PRINTED IN U. S. A. BY THE MUVFORO CO

SPIRAL BINDING. U. S. PATENT NO. 19169
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